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introduction
1.1 How to Use this Plan

1.2 Purpose + Vision

This Downtown Master Plan is a
roadmap for the future of downtown
Winter Park.

Culture, Mobility, Economy, and
Environment are the four guiding
principles for the Downtown Plan.

The design guidelines and streetscape design options
offer recommendations to guide development aligned
with the town’s vision for the overall corridor, as well as
specific districts within the corridor. They provide clear
instructions to Town Council, Planning Commission,
Town staff, citizens and potential developers on public
and private improvements that meet the Town’s goals.
This document should be referenced, and appropriate
recommendations incorporated, for any new updates to
any areas along the corridor.

With these four principles in mind, the purpose of this
master plan is to create a vibrant and thriving downtown
that:

This document provides clear instructions to implement
the vision for downtown Winter Park. The design
guidelines for the streetscape and architecture:

• Exemplifies dedication to sustainability, conservation
and connection to the surrounding wilderness

• Create an overarching framework built around the
vision for downtown
• Organize programming to promote an urban
atmosphere while preserving the mountain context
of Winter Park
• Enhance the downtown experience through
consistency
• More efficiently connect downtown to the region
• Shape private interfaces with the public realm
• Employ development and streetscape design best
practices
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• Provides meaningful connections for residents and
visitors to the surrounding mountain environment and
via a variety of transit options
• Offers pleasant shopping, dining and entertainment
options and opportunities for businesses to
economically thrive

• Balances the welfare of the general public and the
Town with private property owner interests by creating
a year-round destination
The plan includes downtown design guidelines and
streetscape design options. It provides vision, direction and
a defined achievable future for downtown Winter Park by
establishing specific goals and strategies for streetscape
and district appearance and design; transportation
accommodations; natural resource enhancement;
recreation and trails connection; and coordination with
regional, state and national partners.

introduction
1.3 Guiding Principles
The success of the Downtown Master
Plan relies on the integration of these
four guiding principles.

culture

mobility

economy

environment

• CULTURE: to become a family-friendly, yearround community that embraces arts & culture
and mountain lifestyle through a cohesive,
unpretentious downtown.
• MOBILITY: to turn a highway into a welcoming
main street that is safe and vibrant, welcoming to
cyclists and pedestrians, has adequate parking,
and to better connect downtown to the resort and
outdoor experiences.
• ECONOMY: to develop an entrepreneurial space
that encourages new economies, promotes
year-round employment, and generates everyday
activation.
• ENVIRONMENT: to remain a sustainable
and conservation-focused community that is
connected to the wilderness and surrounding
natural landscape.
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1.4 Study Area
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Study Area
Influence Area
The main focus of this Downtown Master Plan is on
Main street and its adjacent streets. The study area
essentially follows Main Street from just past Village
Drive to Kings Crossing Road. It spans roughly one
block on each side of Main Street to encompass
adjacent streets, businesses and neighborhoods.
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Although the plan focuses on this study area, it also
addresses the immediate surroundings, which are also
part of Downtown. This "influence area" will face similar
opportunities and challenges and the guidelines and
recommendations of this plan should be applied to it
also, as appropriate.

introduction
1.5 Connecting to Imagine Winter Park
Imagine Winter Park is the Town of Winter Park’s
comprehensive plan. One of the key takeaways from
the plan calls for a new vision for downtown. It includes
strategies to realize this vision, which are elaborated
upon in this document (Winter Park Downtown Master
Plan).
As Imagine Winter Park states, "Public realm
improvements will act as a catalyst to jumpstart private
sector investment to take advantage of future business
opportunities." Winter Park is the gateway to the Fraser
Valley and the anchor of the Winter Park Resort. For
the past five years, Winter Park has seen a significant
amount of development, yet its Main Street remains
vehicle-centric and lacks connectivity. This plan
provides a vision, guidelines, and recommendations for
a more pedestrian-friendly downtown as recommended
by the recently completed Imagine Winter Park.
This plan specifically addresses the downtown
strategies included in the comprehensive plan through
design guidelines and streetscape designs. It takes
the vision for downtown and provides a roadmap to
make it a reality. While this plan builds upon Imagine
Winter Park, it is the next step in the process to
realize the community vision and reflects a synthesis
of additional community input that directly informs its
recommendations.
These recommendations are organized around, and
elaborate on, the four Imagine Winter Park Vision
Themes seen to the right.

Imagine Winter Park
Our Healthy & Thriving
Environment
Our World Class
Outdoor Recreation
Our Character &
Our Culture
Our Global & Local
Connectivity

Downtown
Master Plan
Environment

to remain a sustainable and
conservation-focused
community that is connected
to the wilderness and
surrounding nature.

Mobility

to turn a highway into a
welcoming main street that is
safe and vibrant, welcoming to
cyclists and pedestrians, has
adequate parking, and
better connects Downtown
to the resort and outdoor
experiences.

Culture

to become a family-friendly,
yearround community that
embraces arts & culture and
mountain lifestyle through a
cohesive, unpretentious
Downtown.

Economy

to develop an entrepreneurial
space that encourages new
economies, promotes
yearround employment, and
generates everyday
activation.
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1.6 Engagement Spotlight

Inventory +
Analysis

May

Steering
Committee
Meeting #1

Public
Engagement
Window #1

June
July

Concept
Development

Steering
Committee
Meeting #2

CDOT
Discussion
Public
Engagement
Window #2

Aug.

Oct.

Staff
Workshop

Other stakeholders, like the Steering Committee and
CDOT, were engaged throughout the process, as seen
to the left.

Steering
Committee
Meeting #3

Nov.

Design Guidelines +
Policy
Recommendations

Community engagement is a cornerstone of successful
planning processes. Two public participation events
with associated online surveys were facilitated as part
of the planning process. While all types of community
engagement can be important, hands on or active
events help enliven the process. The most popular
event held during this planning process was the
#MyMainStreetWinterPark streetscape activity. In
August 2019, over 70 participants came together to
create their ideal streetscape for Main Street, choosing
options for street frontages, travelways and medians.
Over 80 additional community members completed an
online version of the activity.

Town Council
Workshop #1

Jan.

Staff
Workshop

Feb.

CDOT
Discussion

Planning
Commission
Meeting

Mar.
Public
Engagement
Window #3
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Town Council
Workshop #2 &
Plan Adoption

3

STEERING
COMMIT TEE
MEE TINGS

300+
AT TENDEES AT
WORKSHOP E VENTS

3

ONE-ON-ONE
STAKEHOLDER
INTERVIE WS

400+
ONLINE SURVE YS
COMPLE TED

19+
YOUTH
ENGAGED

“Improve quality of life while
maintaining mountain
views and unique, cozy feel.”
- Sticky Note at Workshop
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2: INVENTORY +
ANALYSIS
2.1 Existing Conditions Overview
2.2 Imagine Winter Park

See Appendix for Complete
Inventory + Analysis.

inventory + analysis
2.1 Existing Conditions Overview
The Town of Winter Park is a
vibrant year-round destination with
authentic, small town character.
Due to its inviting location and
regional connections, Winter Park
is able to provide world-class scenic
and recreational opportunities for
residents and visitors alike.
CULTURE
The main urban area, downtown Winter Park, zoned
Destination Center (DC), anchors the community along
Main Street (US-40). A mix of high density residential
and additional commercial zoning immediately
surrounds the DC zone and farther upslope moves into
predominantly single-family and multi-family zoning.
Unlike many other mountain communities, the town
does not have a clearly defined, cohesive architectural
or themed character, but its eclectic and unstructured
development has given it an authentic look and feel.
This authenticity has cultivated Winter Park as the
family-friendly, down-to-earth place people know and
love. It is this authentic character that continues to
attract new small businesses to Winter Park and its
downtown.
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MOBILITY
The town’s main thoroughfare, Main Street (US 40), is designed for speed and
efficiency of vehicles, not for a sense of place. On average, 12,000 vehicles pass
through this street on a daily basis (ESRI 2019). As the main transportation corridor,
the highway serves as both a state highway and a local main street, which conflict in
design and purpose. Pedestrian and bicycle crossing opportunities are limited.
Non-vehicular linkages abound in Winter Park. These include a multi-purpose bike
and pedestrian path network and the Fraser River Trail. Both provide pleasant
access to outdoor amenities that highlight the unique mountain environment. The
Fraser River Trail offers excellent bicycle connectivity from downtown to the Resort in
the summer and autumn months and cross-country skiing in the winter. While there
are a variety of opportunities to enjoy moving through Winter Park without a vehicle,
bike routes and facilities within the downtown area are undefined. It is unclear if
cyclists should ride on the highway shoulder, mix with traffic, or ride on the sidewalk.
LIFT, the regional transit service, utilizes Main Street year-round. LIFT has a fleet that
includes both full size buses and smaller paratransit options. In 2015, Winter Park
Resort and the Town of Winter Park agreed to a Memorandum of Understanding
(“MOU”) to transition the pre-existing private transit service to a new, publicly-owned
transit service.
ENVIRONMENT
Rendezvous Event Center at Hideaway Park is downtown Winter Park's premier
social area, often programmed with festivals and events. In addition, the Town has
created extensive trail and outdoor recreation areas to hike, bike, fish, and enjoy the
surrounding natural environment with outstanding year-round scenic vistas.
Winter Park also provides access to advanced leisure and hiking opportunities. It is
surrounded by the Arapaho National Forest; and, with over 600 miles of trails, serves
as a basecamp to Rocky Mountain National Park, as well as the Indian Peaks,
James Peak, and Byers Peak Wilderness areas. Winter Park Resort attracts over
a million visitors every year. People come for the world-class skiing in the Seven
Territories, and some of the best mountain biking in the world in the internationally
famous Trestle Bike Park.

1. Few street furnishings and a lack of wayfinding signage
inhibit bike and pedestrian activity. More of each will highlight
the recreation and retail opportunities throughout and around
Downtown.
2. Limited vegetation along Main St. presents a missed opportunity to draw the surrounding natural envionment into Downtown while creating a more comfortable pedestrian experience
and helping to slow traffic.
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6. The absence of a bike lane creates dangerous cycling conditions
and excludes alternative transportation users. Adding multi-modal
travel lanes to the streetscape will increase safety for all street users,
not just those in automobiles.
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5. The inconsistent central median misses an opportunity for more
green space and safer pedestrian crossing refuges.
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3. Highway 40 presents a barrier to pedestrians. Increased
mid-block crossings and pedestrian islands can mitigate this
stress.

4. The majority of buildings on Main St. are set well back from the
right-of-way behind frontage parking, creating a very autocentric
feeling throughout Downtown.

Image Header

inventory + analysis
2.2 Imagine Winter Park
Through Imagine Winter Park,
downtown was identified as a target
area for continued planning efforts.
The Town of Winter Park recently adopted a new
Comprehensive Plan, Imagine Winter Park, which
involved considerable public outreach to create a
common aspirational vision for the town’s future.
Other plans completed in the past six years have also
targeted downtown as a key location for planning
efforts, especially as it relates to the pedestrian
experience.
During the public engagement process for Imagine
Winter Park, people expressed the following specifically
about downtown:
• Build gondola to connect ski resort to downtown
• Expand downtown core
• Improve cohesiveness within downtown corridor
• Create a walkable downtown
• Enhance the downtown experience
• Improve placemaking downtown
• Infill downtown
• Reroute heavy traffic away from downtown
Imagine Winter Park includes various strategies that
impact planning downtown.
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CC: Our Character and Our Culture
Importance: This element highlights opportunities to
grow and mature through the creation of an inclusive
community and sets the standard for the delivery of
attainable workforce housing.
Principles:
1. Authentic
2. Amenities
3. Year-Round Community
4. Inclusive Community
5. Social Spaces
The following CC Strategies address the streetscape
and development within the downtown core. They
emphasize the need for a safe, welcoming Main Street,
a more defined identity and character, and a more
vibrant and diverse economy.
• Define and enhance the community gateways, at
both north and south that speak to the experience
and value of the Town. (CC-1.4)
• Study, design and implement a new street layout
to help create an accessible, welcoming and safe
Main Street. (CC2.3)
• Discourage drive-through, big box retail, and other
land uses that do not support the Town’s character.
(CC-2.6)

• Encourage new hotels to be constructed in
the downtown core to increase diversity of
accommodation, enhance vibrancy, and support
retail and commercial uses (CC-3.8)
Many of the urban design features that provide a
pleasant aesthetic experience also provide functional
traffic calming benefits, and increased safety for
pedestrians and cyclists. Winter Park’s pedestrian
priorities focus on creating a continuous, comfortable
walking environment. The Town Plan, Imagine
Winter Park, focuses on promoting walking and
cycling through functional urban design and land use
improvements.
CO: Our Global and Local Connectivity
Importance: This element highlights facilitating
connectivity and convenient travel to, and within, Winter
Park for residents and guests through offering a wide
variety of transportation options.
Principles:
1. Moving People
2. Regional Connections
3. Pedestrian Scale
4. Advanced Technology
5. Smart Parking

developers. They emphasize the need for pedestrian
scale street frontage, safer crossings, more street
trees, a more balanced road function, and more
efficient parking situation.
• Use policies and incentives to prioritize and direct
new mixed-use development with the Vasquez
Road Node (CO-3.1)
• Work with developers to create a continuous,
human-scale street frontage along Main Street
(CO-3.2)
• Work with developers and utility providers to
integrate non-buildable areas within easement into
the public realm. (CO-3.3)
• Encourage Main Street access from cross streets
and from Lions Gate Drive. (CO-3.4)
• Work with Main Street property owners to reduce
visual impacts and physical conflicts created by
vehicular access points (i.e. curb cuts) (CO-3.5)
• Introduce street trees along Main Street in order
to soften the visual impact of the existing roadway
width and off-street parking. (CO-3.10)
• Explore roadway changes such as narrowed drive
lanes, consolidated driveways, curb bulb-outs at
intersections, street trees and median refuges to
balance road functions (CO-3.16)

The following CO Strategies address other roadway
changes, parking, and working with land owners and
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inventory + analysis
OR: Our World-Class Outdoor Recreation
Importance: The relationship to the surrounding natural
landscape and outdoor recreation should be integrated
into the everyday lifestyle of residents and guests by
making nature accessible for all.
Principles:
1. Mountain Lifestyle

• Introduce a public art requirement for all new
development abutting Main Street…(OR-1.8)
EN: Our Healthy and Thriving Environment
Importance: This element highlights the importance of
balancing the challenges of Winter Park growth and the
corresponding demand on the surrounding environment
Principles:

2. Everyday Adventures

1. A Healthy Headwaters Community

3. Economic Opportunities

2. Our Incomparable National Forest

The OR Strategies below address public art and biking
by emphasizing minimizing user conflict, including local
context, and introducing public art throughout Main
Street.
• Emphasize a District Parking approach based on
increased use of existing public parking structures.
(CO-5.1)
• Examine the use of paid parking along Main Street
to ensure efficient and effective utilization of limited
spaces. (CO-5.3)
• Provide a safe, accessible, dedicated bike lane on
Main Street to avoid pedestrian/bike conflicts and
allow everyone convenient, easy access to our
downtown businesses. (OR-1.2)
• Include design details, interpretive elements, and
public art that references local history and features
as an integrated part of Main Street streetscape
enhancements. (OR-1.7)
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3. Living with Our Environment
4. Sustainability
The following EN Strategies address viewsheds and
access to both the mountains and waterways.
• Protect significant viewsheds to maintain our
connection with the natural environment. (EN-2.7)
• Protect and increase physical and visual access to
waterways within and around the Town. (EN1.1)

Imagine Winter
Park includes
suggested
conceptual
renderings for
a streetscape
design along
Main Street
that includes
elements like a
wider tree lawn
and active public
realm in front of
storefronts.

Image Header
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overall corridor guidelines

design guidelines
3.1 Overall Corridor Guidelines
Streets are much more than just the space where
vehicles travel. In downtown areas, streets and
sidewalks, or complete streetscapes, allow people to
enjoy public space, exercise, do business, socialize,
dine, and more.
With such broad function, Downtown streets should
be designed for everyone. This includes pedestrians
and those with disabilities, bicyclists, transit riders,
freight and deliveries, and motorists. The capacity
of these streets will need to increase as population
and economic growth continues, with a focus on the
importance of a space-efficient and balanced allocation
of street space between travel modes.

wayfinding
a unified concept for
signage creates a much
more legible
environment for users.

design
motif

thematic motifs established
by a cohesive brand and
message could tie street
elements together.

This chapter addresses:
• Conceptual Wayfinding
• Activating the Public Realm
• Access Management
• Crosswalks
• Permeable Pavers
• Street Trees
• Seasonal Landscapes
• Street Elements
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furniture

timeless furniture and
amenities bring a more
comfortable pedestrian
experience.

paving

muted, refined paving
subtly signifies plazas and
gathering areas (see paving
details for key places
throughout the Confluence
district)

Image Header
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culture: complete corridor

design guidelines
3.1.1 Culture:
Conceptual Wayfinding
Wayfinding signage acts as a “map on the street” for
cyclists, pedestrians, and path users.
The conceptual wayfinding plays off the success of LIFT branding in its colors and
playfulness. It also applies the same wayfinding along Main Street. Having a holistic
approach towards activating main street with wayfinding provides economic benefits
for businesses.
Contrasting the contemporary colors of the Winter Park brand with the natural
character of wood establishs a clean look for Winter Park signage and assists
in clear wayfinding communication throughout the town (see next page for the
conceptual renderings).

TYPOGRAPHY

SIGNAGE FAMILY

Montserrat Bold
Montserrat Semi Bold
Montserrat Medium
Montserrat Light

Contrasting the contem

brand with the natural c

clean look for Winter Pa
wayfinding communica

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
COLORS

390 CP
C: 27-0-100-3

638 CP
C: 86-0-9-0

007 CP
C: 0-0-0-55

1665 CP
C: 0-79-0-100

ARROWS
Arrows draw f rom the logo with a extension for clear communication.

Spotlight:
Vinyl Wayfinding
Adhesive vinyl wayfinding
stickers are a fun way to
advertise seasonal events like
a summer concert series, or
to provide information about
amenities like bike lanes.
These stickers can be located
in front of businesses, bus
stops and other places where
pedestrians are present.

SYMBOLS
A series of symbols should be contemporary,

Ligh

simple and clean to align with the existing brand.

EV Charging

Public Transit

Trail/Hiking

Train Station

Parking

Conceptual color and text schemes for wayfinding
communication.
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design guidelines
Wayfinding Supported by the Public
At the first HighNote Thursday in the summer of
2019, the types of wayfinding seen here were the
most liked by the public. The top left is a directional
information sign which many members of the public
would like to see downtown to illustrate where trails and
other amenities are. The top right is the existing trail
wayfinding that uses wood as its material with a bright
accent color. This material scheme was repeatedly
a crowd favorite. The bottom left image shows more
traditional light pole banners, whereas the bottom right
is a high-tech wayfinding kiosk.

INFORMATIONAL SIGNAGE

EXISTING TRAIL SIGNAGE

Technology can be used as wayfinding in a number of
different ways. Electronic kiosks, like the one to the left,
are often found in downtown environments and are a a
hub for self-service information like transit information,
maps and directions, and local events. Technology
can also be integrated into parking wayfinding in many
places by posting garage availability on different signs
throughout the city and directing drivers to those
available spots.
Based on this feedback, a conceptual signage family
was created utilizing the bright, vibrant colors of the
Winter Park and LIFT brands.

BANNER

ELECTRONIC KIOSK
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Conceptual Wayfinding
SIGNAGE FAMILY CONCEPT

Contrasting the contemporary colors of the Winter Park
brand with the natural character of wood establishs a
clean look for Winter Park signage and assists in clear
wayfinding communication throughout the city.

Visitor Center
Confluence Park
Dining
Rendezvous Center

Parking

Fraser River Trail

TRAILHEAD

culture: complete corridor

design guidelines

CONFLUENCE
PARK

RENDEZVOUS
TRAIL
SYSTEM

IDLEWILD
TRAIL
SYSTEM

Light Pole Banners

Vehicular Directional
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Trailhead Marker

Directory

Interpretive

design guidelines
Proposed Locations for Conceptual Wayfinding
P/EV

TM

DT

TM

P

T

T

VD

TM

DT

Sign Type
Vehicular Directional Map
Trail Directory Map
TM Trail Marker
EV EV Station Marker
P
Parking Marker
Parking/EV
Station Marker
P/EV
TS Transit Hub Sign
DT Downtown Directory
VD

P/EV

T

TS
T

VD

TM

P

VD

DT

T

0

0.125

Miles
0.25

*The vehicle directional signage will include parking and E/V information, as well as directions to nearby amenities and facilities. The
proposed transit hub sign could be similar to the proposed downtown directory or a high-tech kiosk that ranked high with the public
during engagement could be installed.
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culture: complete corridor

design guidelines
3.1.2 Culture:
Activating the Public Realm

Spotlight: Activating Side Streets

Well-designed sidewalks which
provide enough lighting, shade,
comfortable furniture and ample
street-level activities can help citizens
and businesses thrive.
Activating sidewalks can have economic benefits as
they allow people to interact with more businesses and
storefronts. Therefore, investing in these areas can
maximize social and economic capital.
Safe and accessible sidewalks can enliven streets, as
they create places where people can casually interact
with each other. Larimer Square in Denver, Colorado is
a great example of how the city has activated the public
realm in the busy downtown area by providing outdoor
eating experiences and bringing the retail experience
into patio spaces.

Restaurants open onto sidewalks to create indoor/outdoor connections in Milwaukee.

Another good example of activating the public realm
is in the Historic Third Ward in Milwaukee, WI where
unifying fixtures like street lights, seasonal plantings,
bike amenities and public art, along with shops and
restaurants that front the sidewalks, have facilitated a
more active and engaging pedestrian experience.

Ample lighting and wide pedestrian areas create inviting spaces for people in Larimer Square.
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Use of vibrant colors, seasonal plantings and shade creates a lively streetscape in the Historic Third Ward in Milwaukee.
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mobility: complete corridor

design guidelines
3.1.3 Mobility:
Access Management
Limiting and consolidating vehicle access points has
proven to benefit pedestrians and bicyclists, while also
improving traffic operations and safety for all modes by
redirecting drivers to intersections with appropriate traffic
control devices.
For downtown Winter Park the following access management strategies will be used:
• Restricting left-hand turns
• Reducing the number and size of driveways
• Increasing the space between driveways
• Connecting parcels with more internal connections or back roads
Curb cuts generally increase toward the heart of the project where a larger number
of smaller lots can be found. Spacing for curb cuts should be taken into consideration
with traffic speed and street users. Understanding access and managing curb cuts
along the street is a crucial part of the overall site plan. Right sizing curb cuts and
consolidating driveways when possible creates a safer street for all users while still
allowing access to businesses along busy corridor like Main Street.
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connected
internal road

off street
parking lot

shared
access point

off street
parking lot

shared
access point

Many curb cuts along Main Street will be closed, especially those near intersections, in favor of sharing an access point or connecting via internal roads.
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3.1.4 Mobility:
Crosswalks
Crossings must be convenient for pedestrians or they
will not be used. A convenient and desired block size for
pedestrians is a maximum of 400’ in length.
Currently, Winter Park has blocks about 800’ long causing pedestrians to cross
at spots without crossings. Crossings at intersections provide the shortest
crossing width for pedestrians as the curb has been extended at these points. By
implementing midblock crossings it is possible to reduce the block lengths down from
that existing 800’ to be closer to a 400’ length. At unsignalized midblock crossings
curb extensions create “pinch points” in the highway that work in tandem with
pedestrian refuges in the median to create the shortest possible crossing distance
Other important crossings to think about are bicyclist crossings. Protected bike
lanes lose their benefits when they reach intersections and the buffers fall away. It
doesn't matter how safe and protected your bike lane is if intersections are risky,
stressful experiences. In order to increase safety and security in these intersections,
a collection of recommended design elements should be implemented. These will
make left turns simple and secure, right turns protected and fast, and provide straight
through movements that minimize or eliminate conflicts from turning cars.
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Spotlight: Creative
Crosswalks
Creative and colorful paintings of
crosswalks are a form of public art that can
lead to increased safety for pedestrians
and cyclists and even a stronger sense of
place and identity in neighborhoods.
This is a strategy that many cities have
benefitted from, especially in downtown
areas, to calm traffic and make safer
intersections. Creative crosswalks can
also engage the local community and be
created by local artists.
While these crosswalks do attract attention,
there is no evidence that they are unsafe.
As an example, the Seattle Department
of Transportation monitored areas where
nontraditional, artistic crosswalks were
installed and found no collisions involving
pedestrians at the colorful crosswalks
during the first year (NACTO).

design guidelines
Proposed Crosswalks

This diagram indicates three separate types of recommended crosswalks for Main Street: signalized, unsignalized and midblock. Signalized crosswalks will occur at
traffic signals, unsignalized crosswalks happen at the end of a block but do not have a traffic signal to allow dedicated crossing time, and midblock crosswalks break up
the distances along the corridor and occur within the median at most points. CDOT does not allow hawk signals at midblock crosswalks.
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3.1.6 Environment:
Permeable Pavers
Permeable pavers are pavers with soil fills, best suited
for alleys, fire lanes, dock areas and parking stalls.
This system can withstand large loads, while reducing
stormwater runoff and improving water quality by
trapping suspended solids.
Increasingly property owners and cities are turning
to permeable pavements to eliminate standing ice.
It’s a given that water flows from the surface, through
permeable paving, into an aggregate bed below, where
it is stored until it is released naturally into the ground.
And it stands to reason, that if you eliminate standing
water, then you also eliminate standing ice.
In the freeze-and-thaw climates of the Rockies, snow
that melts on sealed pavement forms puddles that
refreeze to ice. Permeable paver systems don’t allow
puddling as melted snow drains down to the drainage
aggregate below the surface. Plows clear the bulk
of the snow, ice melt is applied and the water goes
away—this reduces salt use up to 80% in most cases
(CDOT).
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Seasonal planting is important in an alpine environment. Bright annuals and
perennials look great for the summer season. Whereas, shrubs and grasses give
form to planter beds and streetscapes through the winter months. Using bright,
flowering native species will help to mirror the wildflower habitat in the nearby alpine
environment and encourage pollinator development. Suggested plant species
include: golden-beard penstemon, common juniper, big bluestem grass, and
scented-leaved geranium.

3.1.7 Environment:
Landscaping Standards
Trees
Shrubs
2

1

5

1

Spring
Grasses
3

Perennials
4

Annuals

Summer

Rocky Mountain Inspiration
Fall

Winter
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Plants and trees are the defining
characteristic of many great streets.
They give form and structure to the
streetscape, while promoting a lively
and engaging character.
Street trees can make a wide street more comfortable
for pedestrians and bicyclists by creating a canopy
over the sidewalk. Providing consistent tree plantings
along an automotive corridor creates a more narrow
feeling street for drivers, encouraging slower driving.
Trees also manage stormwater, reduce heat island
effects, and bring the beauty of nature into the heart of
downtown.
When selecting tree and plant species, native species
should be prioritized and root growth impact on
sidewalks considered. To limit sidewalk damage from
root growth, root shields or barriers can be installed in
tree wells or planting strips.
The current Town Landscape Design Regulations and
Guidelines recommend the following regarding plant
species and their locations that should be taken into
considertion along Main Street:
1. A variety of plant materials is encouraged, but
given that Winter Park’s alpine environment permits
a limited range of plants to survive, a palette of
evergreen trees, deciduous trees, evergreen
shrubs, deciduous shrubs, and ground covers is
recommended.

2. Current guidelines say deciduous trees and
evergreen trees should be planted 5' and 10'
respectively from the edge of the pavement. This
plan recommends to follow this guideline as best
as possible, but to reduce the 10' guideline for
evergreen trees in manner that will not cause
shading or icing in order to more easily reach the
requirement that at least twenty percent of trees
and shrubs used should be evergreen.
3. Native trees and shrubs should be clustered in
informal masses to mimic the natural environment.
This should especially be done in the Southern
Gateway District.
4. Ground cover in snow management areas shall
be used so that visible cobble and/or mulch
covers less than fifty percent within three years of
installation.
Additionally, the CDOT Landscape Architecture Manual
(2014) provides guidelines for planting along highways:
1. In Main Street locations, the use of street trees is
encouraged.
2. Planting should be considered in large massings to
achieve a consistent, scaled appearance.
3. Evergreen tree placement should not cause
shading or icing.
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3.2 Streetscape Guidelines
Connecting all of the streets and all of the buildings
downtown with a seamless, uninterrupted, and interesting
environment is the goal.
In order to make this goal a reality, three character districts were created. These
character districts were based off the findings from the inventory + analysis portion of
the process and supported by community and stakeholder engagement. In the following
pages each district will be introduced in more depth. Many of the streetscape elements
and design can be found throughout each district in order to create the continuity of a
seamless experience throughout downtown for residents and visitors alike. However,
there are certain recommendations that will be indicated as district specific.

2

3

1

1. Northern Gateway District
2. Confluence District
3. Southern Gateway District
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3.2.1 Public Engagement Spotlight
On August 1st, 2019 at High-Note
Thursday, 40+ attendees participated
in a streetscape activity to create
#MyMainStreetWinterPark. This
allowed people to create their ideal
streetscape with different options
for street frontages, travelways and
medians.
Activating sidewalks and side streets was supported
throughout the public engagement process, with over
50% of participants saying they would like to see
something similar in Winter Park.
The most popular street frontage at the public event
was the option shown in the street frontages tied
for #1 (shown on this page) with 47% of participants
choosing that option. The most popular travel way
was the option with only car lanes offered, as chosen
by 65% of participants. The most popular meduan
was the planted median, as seen in the two options
tied for #1, as chosen by 45% of participants. Both
results tied for #1 show a planted median with some
trees. The differences are the street parking versus
wider pedestrian path and planting area in the street
frontage, and a dedicated bus lane in the travelway.
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3.2.2 Streetscape Elements

Street lighting needs to provide safety and security along Main Street. These light poles were chosen to fit the local

The existing Winter Park planters along Main Street are self-watering and

street context and can be supplemented with light from shopfronts for an ambient environment. Light from street

relatively easy to maintain, as seen in the top photo. Additional planters

lights should be focused onto the sidewalk and street. Shielded and full cut-off fixtures are recommended for the

should be selected to coordinate with these and the materials on the light

majority of downtown street lights in order to comply with dark sky regulations. Intersection scaled lighting may be

fixtures. One possible planter that could be added to the streetscape are

used in addition to pedestrian-scaled lights where necessary. As seen above, TimberWood creates wood and steel

sleek, modern planters from Landscape Forms that can come in various

light poles that are dark sky friendly due to their minimal glare and blue light. Banners can be afixed to the poles,

colors, as seen above.

aligning with the need for more wayfinding and promotion throughout downtown.
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BearSaver CE Series Triple Enclosure is recommended. This ADA
compliant trash enclosure has three loading chutes with 120 gallon
capacity. Three decals for the chutes are provided with the product.

EXISTING ELEMENTS
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3.2.3 Streetscape Design:
Northern Gateway District
Characterized by opportunity and growth, this district
provides the possibility to expand the heart of downtown.
The Northern Gateway District is characterized by longer uninterrupted stretches of
the Highway 40 where new retail, business and housing developments can be found.
It is also home to lots of opportunity for new development, as this district houses
some of the downtown’s remaining undeveloped parcels.
The proposed design of Main Street in this district increases the opportunity for multimodal transportation by offering a two-way cycle track on both sides of the street
separated from the highway by a planted area with street trees.
The planted median and side planting strip will increase the amount of native plants
and trees along the corridor. This, along with the addition of pedestrian crossing
opportunities, will help to slow highway traffic and improve the pedestrian experience
in this district.

Proposed Perspective for Northern Gateway District Option #1
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Seating desire locations focus on adding seating at the places where people want to be and are already gathering. As this diagram indicates, seating should be
added at bus stops, in new and existing plazas, near retail hubs, near trailheads, and in surrounding parks. Some pedestrian benches that do not align with a
desired location are still necessary to ensure seating along a path of connectivity. When possible seating should be perpendicular to the buildings or face them.

northern gateway district
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Streetscape Design Option #1:
Northern Gateway District
Critical Streetscape Elements
1

Increased street trees lining the Main St. Corridor

2

Bus stops with dedicated bus pullout and
pedestrian shelter

3

Two-way cycle track running the length of the west
side of Main St.

4

Directional signage placed in strategic locations
identifying points of interest and parking
opportunities within the downtown corridor

5

Separated cycle track and pedestrian crossings at
the corner of Kings Crossing Rd. and Main St.

6

Raised central median 13’ in width, planted with
consistent street trees

Existing Cross Section
Travelway
Street Frontage
Median/Natural Condition

7 Travel lane widths reduced to 11’
8 Two-way cycle track running the length of the east
side of the district
9 Bike racks at strategic locations
10 Increased seating opportunities along Main St.
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Streetscape Design Option #2:
Northern Gateway District
Critical Streetscape Elements
1

Increased street trees lining the Main St. Corridor

2

Increased seating opportunities along Main St.

3

Wide pedestrian path maximizing access to nearby
retail, while remaining separated from bicyclists

4

Signage placed in strategic locations identifying
points of interest and town events

5

One-way bike lane running the length of the east
side of the district

6

Raised central median, planted with consistent
street trees

7 Travel lane widths reduced to 11’
8 One-way bike lane running the length of the east
side of the district
9 Bike racks at strategic locations
10 On street parking separated from the bike lane by
removable bollards

Proposed Perspective for Northern Gateway District
Option #2
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3.2.4 Streetscape Design:
Confluence District
This district is the civic and social heart of downtown Winter
Park, where the Northern and Southern gateways merge.
The Confluence District is first and foremost characterized by the confluence of the
two Gateway Districts, but also the confluence of outdoor treasures like Vasquez Creek
and Hideaway Park with the Main Street hustle and bustle of retail, restaurants, and the
town’s civic headquarters.
The proposed streetscape design in this district offers a continuation of the Fraser
River Trail through the core of the city along a two-way cycle track. This draws those
who might normally not visit downtown into the Confluence District to continue their
adventure.
While many parking spots have been removed along Main Street, parallel parking has
been provided on the east side of the street in this district. More parking can be found
with wayfinding signage on side streets and in garages to allow easy access to all this
district has to offer.

Proposed Section for Confluence District
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Seating desire locations focus on adding seating at the places where people want to be and are already gathering. As this diagram indicates, seating should be
added at bus stops, in new and existing plazas, near retail hubs, near trailheads, and in surrounding parks. Some pedestrian benches that do not align with a desired
location are still necessary to ensure seating along a path of connectivity. When possible seating should be perpendicular to the buildings or face them.
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Streetscape Design:
Confluence District
Critical Streetscape Elements
1

Separated pedestrian and two-way cycle track
crossing at all intersections

2

Consistent wayfinding signage identifying
recreation, retail, and parking opportunities

3

Increased street trees on east an west sides of
Main St. improving pedestrian experience

4

Dedicated two-way cycle track on the west side of
Main St.

5

Raised central median 14’ in width, planted with
consistent street trees

6

Parallel parking opportunities on east side of Main
St.

7

Two-way cycle track running the length of the east
side of district

8

Increased pedestrian seating opportunities along
Main St.

9

Introduced bike racks at strategic locations

Existing Cross Section
Travelway
Street Frontage
Median/Natural Condition

10 Improved pedestrian mid-block crossing
opportunities
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Streetscape Design:
Gondola Site
A new entry into Winter Park would
create better linkage between the
resort and town and provide a closer
connection to the mountain for
residents and guests.
In 2005, Winter Park Resort updated its master
plan to include an eventual entry to the resort from
the downtown area of the Town of Winter Park and
purchased land at the intersection of Vasquez Road
and Lions Gate Road for this purpose.
Adjacent to this possible gondola that would connect
the downtown and resort is Cooper Creek Square. The
owners of this property have proposed updates and
additions that would enhance the walkability and urban
experience of customers and visitors to the area. This
would include 80 condo units, 60 micro condo units,
eight townhomes, 17,500 square feet of retail and 191
parking spaces. Additionally, there is a proposed 160room hotel that would have adjacency to the gondola
site and include 1,200 square feet of retail and 125
parking spaces for guests.
Also in the adjacent area is the new transit hub,
currently under construction. By having one central
transit hub that could also directly link to the resort
there would be great economic and cultural impacts.
The Town of Winter Park is currently in conversations
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with Greyhound to have its Denver to Winter Park route
drop off passengers at the proposed transit center.
The Cooper Creek proposed development plan done
in April 2019 (facing page) was amended to better align
with the guiding principles of this plan.
The main change is the introducation of a pedestrian
prioritized road. The road will be open to automobile
use but prioritized for pedestrians. This will be done by:
1. Adding raised crosswalks, or speed tables, in key
locations;
2. Landscaping key areas to enhance the pedestrian
experience on either side of the street;
3. Installing pavers instead of asphalt in front of the
gondola site/Town Hall as to make motorists more
aware of pedestrians; and
4. Enhancing wayfinding to better connect to the trail
network locatied in this area.
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Streetscape Design:
Confluence District
Using pattern on pavement surfaces
in the Confluence District will help
Winter Park express a particular look
and feel for the downtown area.
1. Only the Confluence District requires guidelines
associated with paving patterns.
2. On street corners in this district, hardscape paving
with a distinct pattern should be used to delineate
gathering areas from the pedestrian path.
3. Near the Transit Hub specific paving patterns
should be chosen to enhance the pedestrian
experience while making it less comfortable for
vehicular users to drive on these surfaces (ex.
cobble stone, brick, etc.)
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3.2.5 Streetscape Design:
Southern Gateway District
This more nature-oriented district is Winter Park’s gateway
to and from the Rockies.
The Southern Gateway District is characterized by the highway corridor’s descent
into town from the mountains above. On both sides of the road in this district are wide
expanses of natural scenery and open space abound with some scattered evidence of
development.
Northbound highway travel often moves at high speed due to the grade change and
rapid change from a natural to urban setting on the approach into downtown. Wide
sidewalks and cycke tracks on both the east and west sides of the corridor, separated
from the highway by planted medians, will provide a pleasant pedestrian experience by
easing the transition from a scenic alpine environment to the bustling Confluence District
in the heart of downtown.

Proposed Section for Southern Gateway District
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Seating desire locations focus on adding seating at the places where people want to be and are already gathering. As this diagram indicates, seating should be
added at bus stops, in new and existing plazas, near retail hubs, near trailheads, and in surrounding parks. Some pedestrian benches that do not align with a desired
location are still necessary to ensure seating along a path of connectivity. When possible seating should be perpendicular to the buildings or face them.
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Streetscape Design:
Southern Gateway District
Critical Streetscape Elements
1

Improved pedestrian crossings at all intersections

2

Bus stops with dedicated bus pullout and
pedestrian shelter

3

Two-way 12’ mixed use trail running the length of
the west side of the district

4

Consistent automotive wayfinding signage
identifying recreation, retail, and parking
opportunities

5

Protected left turn lane at Main St. and Village Dr.

6

Raised central median, 16’ in width, planted with
consistent street trees, could house iconic signage

7

Travel lane widths reduced to 11’

8

Increased street trees along the Highway 40
corridor

9

Introduced bike racks and public seating
opportunities at strategic locations

Existing Cross Section
Travelway
Street Frontage
Median/Natural Condition

10 Two-way 12’ mixed use trail running the length of
the east side of the district
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4.1 Public Engagement Spotlight
At High-Note Thursday, 80+
attendees participated in a visual
preference survey.
This event collected opinions on design elements,
places people love, what places could be improved and
where people park. A version of the visual preference
survey was also published online to fill out.
One of the elements that residents and visitors could
comment on was the architectural style of the buildings
in Winter Park. Based on the findings from this event,
participants prefer a main street feel with contemporary
buildings. This character type can be recognized by its
low-rise buildings, human scaled detailing and features,
and use of brick and stone in building facades. This
style also uses limited amounts of dark and highly
reflective materials, has a defined flat and consistent
rooftop edge, and a color palette consisting of brown,
sepia, tan, grey blue and green. Wood and metal were
the preferred materials for buildings along Main Street.
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4.2 Precedent Studies
Architectural Character Key
1

7

Step Back Massing (above three stories max.)
The overall height at the building edge is limited to three stories to
encourage growth, but preserve the scale of the current downtown corridor

2

7

Distinct Character

7

Provide a unique expression or composition of neighborhood
compatible components

3

6

Strong Horizontal or Vertical Logic Modulation
Reflect downtown corridor proportion and scale to harmonize with rhythm of existing buildings

4

Pronounced Entry
Create canopies, recessed areas, signs, overhangs and other opportunities to reinforce the hierarchy of
entries

5
6

5

2
3

Similar Glass to Wall Ratio (Solid | Void)
Balance the light and transparent materials with the solid, durable materials

Unique Patterning / Features
Develop unique details and select materials that are consistent with the overall architectural strategy and
corridor compatibility

6

Distinct Roof Termination
7

Implement materials, form and details to provide termination to the sky including massing, overhangs,

6

parapets and cornices

8

Facade Variation - Texture + Depth

3

Structural emphasis, deep relief and punched openings are encouraged over same plane material
changes

9

Human Scale Elements at Ground Floor
Articulate human scaled detailing, components and features including
canopies, overhangs, recesses and other opportunities
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Precedent Studies
7

6

6

8

7

6

8

7

5

6
9

9

5

7

7

8
1
5

8

5

8

4

9

See complete key on previous page. Numbers denote architectural style: 1) Step Back Massing (above three stories max.), 2) Distinct Character, 3) Strong Horizontal or Vertical Logic Modulation,
4) Pronounced Entry, 5) Similar Glass to Wall Ratio (Solid | Void), 6) Unique Patterning/Features, 7) Distinct Roof Termination, 8)Facade Variation - Texture + Depth, 9) Human Scale Elements at
Ground Floor
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Precedent Studies
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4.3 Massing + Style
Given that there may be buildings nearly as high as
the right-of-way width, massing becomes extremely
important in terms of sunlight, shade and viewsheds.
Front step-backs articulate building massing, reduce
shadow impacts within the public realm, and help
to mitigate the pedestrian’s perception of height.
Buildings built to the front property line and to the
maximum allowable height will need this step-back in
order to ensure a better pedestrian experience and
allow for more sunlight along the street. Buildings that
embrace the street by adding elements that provide
visual interest and human scale features, while also
protecting pedestrians from the elements, make active
streetfronts.
The style of the buildings should reflect existing
design guidelines, input from community engagement,
architectural best practices and innovative ideas that
match the proposed character districts. The two main
tenets of architectural style are to use timeless highquality materials and allow for a texture scale that is
similar to the existing context. While it is important to
create continuity through quality and scale, the goal is
to encourage the unique expression historically found
in the evolution of the Town of Winter Park.

Existing architectural style that utilizes timeless material like wood and steel while
also creating a good pedestrian experience due to human scaled elements and
unique character.
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architectural guidelines
Northern Gateway

4.4 Recommendations
While current guidelines allow for a full height of 40’
at the property line, site observations indicate that
this may lead to a more enclosed and shadowed
street corridor. The step-back massing seen to the
left articulates a smaller scale structure at the street
edge while allowing a full height build at the designated
setback. Other suggestions include:

Southern Gateway

• Codify a required build-to percentage at the
property line to ensure the massing is pulled
forward to the street edge.
• Codify a maximum façade length to ensure relief
on large unarticulated singular frontages as to not
disturb the pedestrian scale.
• Codify a percentage range required for the stepback as a method to ensure façade variation.
Architecturally significant and quality projects
could be exempt from the guidelines as a way to
encourage design excellence.

Confluence District

The character of the architecture should:
• Utilize strong horizontal or vertical modulation;
• Use glass to wall ratios consistent with the existing
context;
• Vary texture and depth along the buildings and
employ unique patterns and features; and
• Encourage human scale elements at the ground
floor including pronounced entries, overhangs and
canopies.
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5.3.1 Environment : Downtown Trails Tourism
5.3.2 Sustainability

mobility: complete corridor

design guidelines
5.1.1 Mobility: Snow Management
Due to Winter Park's location high
in the Rocky Mountains, snow
removal and safe roadways are
priorities.
As found in Winter Park's Snow Removal Operations,
its snow plow route priorities are based on:
• Emergency Accessibility
• East/ West Connections Thru at Grade Railroad
Crossings
• Traffic Volume
• Population
• Bus Routes (school as well as public transit)
• Schedule of Access Needed to Local Amenities
and Commerce
This results in three separate priorities for plowing:
1. Plow and sand arterial streets, these roads are
the primary routes most used to access locations
and are the main bus routes. Vasquez Rd, Van
Anderson Drive, Kings Crossing, Forest Trail,
Winter Park Drive, fall into this category.
2. Plow and sand collector streets, these roads are
secondary routes used to access arterial streets
and are bus routes as well. Lions Gate Drive, and
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Winter Park Public Works
will provide a snow
management plan
access to most subdivisions and the downtown business corridor fall into this
category.
3. Plow and spot sand residential streets and cul-de-sacs, these are low volume
roads and are not typically used as thru routes, Alpine Ln, Leland Creek Cr,
Residential portions of Old Town fall into this category. (DOES NOT IMPACT THE
Downtown PLAN STUDY OR INFLUENCE AREA)
CDOT plows Main Street.
Recommendations:
1. Currently, the only Priority 1 snow removal areas in the study area of this plan
are along Vasquez Rd. and Kings Crossing. The Town should explore the
feasibility of adding Rendezvous Way and Rosie's Way to this Priority over
time due to their strategic locations near key intersections, bus stops, and local
amenities. The portion of Lions Gate from Vasquez to Rendezvous Way could
also be added as a Priority 1 area for this reason.
2. The current Snow Removal Operations details and Snow Plowing Routes
available from the Town are from 2012. Since this plan will impact the traffic,
connections, and access of a significant portion of the Town of Winter Park it will
be important for the Town to undertake an update to this operational manual in
accordance to the strategic guidance provided in this plan.

design guidelines
What do you do with a separate path,
like a cycle track, when it is covered
in snow?
If a facility is to be plowed or blown in the
winter, shoulder or clear width should be
increased to provide adequate snow storage
(as seen in the designs provided in this plan). As
an alternative to snow clearance, a facility may
be groomed to allow cross-country skiers and
snowshoers to use it.

Spotlight: Removeable Bollards
Bollards are a safety feature for bike facility design, as they keep vehicles
out of the bike path and provides protection to bicyclists. Using flexible
bollards ensures they will not cause harm to vehicles or the bollards. By
utilizing a removable system, they can be easily removed and installed for
snow plowing or replacement. This setup often incorporates an underground
sleeve or permanent mounting underground, and sometimes a locking
mechanism is employed as well.
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5.1.2 Mobility: Multimodal Improvements Bike and Pedestrian
Recommendations:
1. Work with CDOT to do a detailed Signal Study for all new
signals to be added to Main Street to further look at any
mobility, but especially bicyclist and pedestrian, impacts.
2. Research and implement e-bike regulations according to
best practices.
3. Place bicycle parking parallel to pedestrian flow. Racks
must be securely anchored to the ground and resist cutting,
rusting and bending. Well-designed and placed bicycle
parking promotes a more orderly streetscape, preserves the
pedestrian right of way and prevents damage to trees and
street furniture.
4. Incorporate public art into crosswalks and bike racks
according to best practices and successful precedent
studies as seen here.
5. Implement a bike share program, as seen here.
6. Utilize critical mass awareness rides to educate residents
and visitors about any new permanent and temporary
bicycle facilities.
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Spotlight: Bike Shares
Biking is part of a healthy, happy lifestyle, but not
everyone bikes. In order to get more people biking,
many cities have bike sharing programs that offer
affordable short-term bike rentals throughout a defined
geographical area. These programs usually have
stations with bikes in various locations and users can
rent bikes from one station and leave it at another
station while paying for membership fees or through a
per-hour usage fee.
Bike sharing programs may be run by private
companies, municipal agencies, or public-private
partnerships. These programs are especially valuable
in downtown areas where they can lower use of
personal cars and encourage people to bike.

recommendations
Designing bike racks as public art
elements is an innovative and useful
way of incorporating art in cities.
Artistic design of bike racks provides opportunities to
improve streetscape through putting amazing, oneof-a-kind sculptures around cities while enhancing
the identity of the place as a cultural destination and
bicycle friendly city.
Besides attracting people’s attention to biking, this
can involve local and regional artists in economic and
community development efforts. One option for this is
engaging local artists through a call for proposals or
a design competition. This is specifically beneficial as
local artists are familiar with the history of the region
and can come up with innovative designs that reflect
the unique identity of the area.
Within the competition or RFP, the Town can identify
the location where the project will be installed and
ask local artists to submit a design proposal and
then commission the artist to construct the project in
partnership with an engineer or builder. Then these
become destinations within the town and places that
highlight the town's identity.

accompany the illustration. The bike racks should be site specific and blend in
aesthetically with downtown streetscape and complement nearby businesses.
The proposed materials should be snow resistant, durable, and easy to maintain. The
bike frame and front wheel should both securely lock onto the rack with a standard
U-shaped shackle lock in a manner designed to minimize the risk of bending the
frame or wheel. The artistic bike rack should function for a wide variety of bicycle
sizes and fit 3-6 bicycles per rack based on location and dimensions. With a bicycle
parked in the rack, the bicycle and rack shall not impede sidewalk traffic flow. All
bicycle rack designs must adhere to all Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
standards for protrusions in the right of way, including the ability to detect the rack
with a white cane. To be detected by a white cane, the protruding or leading edge
of the rack shall be 27 inches or less above the sidewalk surface. Between 27
inches and 80 inches above the sidewalk surface, protruding or leading edges may
overhang a maximum of 12 inches. Further design specifications for safety should be
added based on town consensus. Proposals should be evaluated for artistic merit,
cost and feasibility.

The Town of Winter Park could seek proposals from
local artists to design functional, artistically innovative
bicycle racks to be installed along Main Street as part
of the streetscape improvement initiative.
In the proposal artists should submit an illustration
or 3D rendering that is feasible for development
into a functional bicycle rack. A cost analysis must

Examples of bike racks as utilitarian public art.
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5.1.3 Mobility: Multimodal
Improvements - Bus
Recommendations:
1. Continue expanding connectivity to Fraser for
commuters and regional visitors with targeted bus
stop enhancements
2. Use the remaining painted lift chairs as bus stops
throughout downtown in order to seamlessly
integrate public art into downtown Winter Park.
3. Charter bus parking along Main Street is currently
a challenge because of how much space the
buses take up and how they block site lines for
pedestrians, cyclists and drivers. This is an issue
because parked charter buses leave less parking
for passenger vehicles. In order to address these
concerns, the Town could:
• Actively and routinely (bi-yearly at least due
to turnover seasonal staff of private business)
notify regional hotels, event venues and resort
about the charter bus parking. In most cases
the visitors of these large tour groups do not
actually stay overnight in Winter Park, yet the
bus driver does and therefore the buses park in
Winter Park. The Town could urge the hotels to
communicate these concerns with the charter
companies that regularly operate at their hotels,
etc. and require that charter buses park on the
property where their guests are staying. The
Town could also contact the charter companies
they are aware of who regularly operate within
their region.
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• Consider changing/modifying/adding ordinance so active loading and
unloading of charter buses on Main Street is allowed; however, no bus
parking is allowed. Bus parking could be considered along Lions Gate
in strategically identified spots
• Require current hotels undergoing redevelopment or new sites
proposing a hotel land use to include a minimum of one charter bus
parking spot in their proposal to the Town.
• Require the driver to park the charter bus at the property where their
guests are staying. The driver can then ride public transit into Winter
Park if they are staying in Winter Park.

DRAFT ORDINANCE
No tour bus, motor coach, charter bus, bus or other commercial transportation
vehicle may stop or park within the Public Right-of-Way for longer than
necessary for the expeditious active loading and unloading of passengers within
designated public parking zones (both on-street and off-street). Operators may
not load or unload passengers in a vehicle traffic lane or in any zone with posted
signs indicating “No Stopping,” “No Parking,” or within on- and off-street parking
spaces at any time. Parking of commercial transportation vehicles is specifically
prohibited on Main Street and on arterial collectors. Commercial transportation
vehicle parking shall be limited to the private business parking area which they
are serving or areas specially identified within the Town’s ROW.

recommendations
2

Multimodal Improvements: Bus

4

Transit ridership is affected by a variety of factors including
the built environment. The effect of the built environment
on ridership is often broken down into 5 D’s: density
of development, diversity of land uses, design of the
environment, destination accessibility, and distance to
transit (Ewing & Cervero, 2010). Some guiding principles
for good bus shelter design in seasonal climates include:

1

1. Safety: Allowing for natural surveillance through
design, such as with the use of clear glass.

7

2. Thermal Comfort: Controlling the desired temperature
range with passive and active controls.
3. Acoustic Comfort: Minimizing traffic noise by using
elements to shield or absorb noise.
4. Visual Comfort: Providing sufficient lighting and
calming aesthetics.

2
1

3

6
5

5. Accessibility: Ensuring the shelter is accessible by all.
6. Integration: Complementing the surrounding
environment and catering to the needs of users.
7. Snow Management: Designing so the roof does not
collect rain, snow or debris.
To the right are two precedent examples labeled with
these guiding principles and one illustrative rendering of
a Lift bus stop that was done by the developer of Arrow.
These are examples of what future bus stops in Winter
Park could look like.
Lift bus stop rendering (Arrow by Summit Legend).
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recommendations
5.1.4 Mobility: Parking and Circulation
Parking inventory data was estimated via a Google Earth
visual review for both on-street and off-street spaces for
facilities identified in the Study Area.
For the off-street spaces, only private commercial parking inventory was collected,
lodging such as hotels and condos were excluded from these numbers. A total
supply of approximately 1,533 spaces were identified. An on-site verification of
parking areas and supply is recommended.
Initial design concepts for Main Street propose the removal of significant on-street
parking from Main Street. The potential extension of parking along the east side of
Lions Gate Drive north of Rendezvous Way to Kings Crossing Road could provide
approximately 112 spaces. The potential new spaces located along Lions Gate
Drive will not be as convenient as those located on Main Street. Therefore, it will be
important to heed the recommendations in this plan as they relate to lighting and
wayfinding in order to ensure pedestrian connectivity.
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recommendations
Initial Parking Movement Study

Hideaway Park

Parking locations of the
HighNote Thursday event attendees
6+ parked vehicles
3-5 parked vehicles
1-2 parked vehicles

Miles

0
0.125 about Winter
0.25
During the first HighNote Thursday public engagement event, a large format map was provided for residents and tourists to answer
various qustions
Park on. One of these questions was, "Where did you park today to attend this event?" The answers to this are seen in this map above as part of the "Initial Parking
Study" done for this project. The main takeaways are that the public garages were well utilized, as were the on street spots located on side streets. Few of the surveyed
individuals parked along Main Street using the on street spots there.
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This diagram from the parking study indicated the existing public garages and on-street parking. Currently Winter Park offers on-street spots along Main Street and
several side streets for a total of 495 spots in garages and 265 on-street spots throughout the study area.
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With the proposed streetscape design guidelines, this plan proposes the following: adding 97 spots along Lions Gate where appropriate, retaining 137 existing parking
spots in strategic locations, adding 43 parking spots near retail hubs and key downtown destinations, and expanding parking with current development. This is more net
parking than there currently is in Winter Park, even with removing parking along Main Street. As seen in the district design options, there is the option to allow for onstreet parking in various districts and designs. This should be balanced with other multi-modal priorities and the activation of side streets.
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Having adequate parking is
important, but creative solutions,
other than surface parking, should
be explored throughout downtown
Winter Park.
Downtown Winter Park has several large surface
lots, throughout all three of the character districts.
Although these often provide needed parking for area
employees and customers, they do not create an
inviting experience for tourists. A short term strategy
could include the introduction of food trucks to better
utilize surface lots.
The parking garages in Winter Park are currently
underutilized and in part due to the lack of wayfinding
to locate these garages. Adding wayfinding could help
increase parking in the garages and on side streets.
Visitors and residents should be provided a high-quality
customer experience whether they are parking in public
on- or off -street facilities, or in a private off street
facility. Consistent wayﬁnding information, branding,
and communication about where and how to park will
enhance the user experience and improve access
to the downtown districts. There is a general lack of
understanding of where available parking is within the
public (and private) parking system. This is typically
a symptom of a poor navigation system and lack of
information related to the system.

Policy Recommendations:
1. Add real-time parking monitor systems to enhance customer service.
2. Update the following parking policies in Imagine Winter Park as part of the
Unified Development Code creation and subsequent planning efforts:
• CO Strategy 5.1: Emphasize a District Parking approach based on increased
use of existing public parking structures.
• This is absolutely critical in order to utilize existing parking assets before
building more parking. Signage and technology are required to: 1) let
people know where parking is; 2) direct people to the town’s parking
assets; 3) inform in real-time parking availability. See Wayfinding section
for more information.
• CO Strategy 5.2: Commission a formal parking study and parking management
plan utilizing Travel Demand Management (TDM) strategies.
• A comprehensive and formal parking management plan is the
recommended next step for the town. This would include further analysis
of parking utilization, identification of parking management strategies
for the parking system (paid vs. unpaid, enforcement based approach,
parking policies, parking ordinances, etc.), and further identification of
mobility connectivity opportunities as well as TDM strategies. Before
removing any on-street parking to the extent indicated in this plan, this
formal complete parking study and TDM management plan should be
undertaken.
• CO Strategy 5.3: Integrate shared parking into the code as an allowable option
where appropriate.
• Shared parking would be addressed as part of the study mentioned
above, as it needs to be addressed holistically as it relates to the other
City policies and plan strategies.
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• CO Strategy 5.4: Consider zoning code updates to support smart parking
strategies such as maximum parking requirements (foregoing minimum
requirements), flexibility in providing parking off-site, and incentives for shared
parking.
• This would be addressed as part of the study mentioned above, as it
needs to be addressed holistically as it relates to the other strategies.
• CO Strategy 5.5: Examine the use of paid parking along Main Street to ensure
efficient and effective utilization of limited spaces.
• Paid parking is one strategy to manage parking but not the only strategy
that can be used to achieve the goals of managing parking.
• CO Strategy 5.6: Use wayfinding elements to help direct people to underutilized
parking facilities.
• Additional signage directing parkers to both garages and side street
parking is needed. This can include a combination of static and dynamic
wayfinding. See Wayfinding section for more information.
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5.2.1 Innovation Districts
An innovation district is an urban development strategy
that aims to transform a portion of a downtown area
into a suitable location for innovative and creative
businesses and workers. These districts are areas
where anchor institutions and companies cluster
and connect with start-ups, business incubators and
accelerators. They are physically compact, transitaccessible, and technically wired and offer mixed-use
housing as well as offices and retail hubs. All innovation
districts have three types of assets including: economic
assets, physical assets, and networking assets.
Economic assets are the firms, institutions and
organizations that drive, cultivate or support an
innovation-rich environment. Networking assets are
the relationships between actors—such as individuals,
firms and institutions—that have the potential to
generate and accelerate the advancement of ideas.

walkable places are significant factors in developing the physical assets of innovation
districts and encouraging that connectivity.
Recommendations:
Land use and zoning recommendations are key to getting the right kind of
development in the right area.
1. Zoning Recommendation: Consistently zone the downtown and the corridor DC
to avoid spot zoning and proactively manage land use and future development.
2. Zoning Recommendation: Ensure that light industrial or similar land uses are
allowed in the DC zoning district in order to allow makerspaces and innovation
districts to form.
3. Land Use Recommendation: Create a Downtown Master Plan checklist to
help the Town evaluate new development projects to be aligned with this plan,
especially since many projects that will be developed have not been envisioned
yet. Possible criteria to include on the checklist include:

Physical assets are the publicly and privately-owned
spaces that are designed and organized to stimulate
new and higher levels of connectivity, collaboration
and innovation. Physical assets in the public realm are
spaces accessible to the public, such as parks, plazas
and streets that become places of energy and activity.

• Vitality: the ability to enhance residents’ lives and businesses while remaining
innovative and attracting new businesses;

Developments in an innovation district should be
gradual, so smaller, older, and diverse urban treasures
and their respective authenticity and sense of identity
they provide are preserved.

• Intelligent: the skill to be receptive to market shifts, trends and insights and
respond accordingly; and/or

By intentionally creating connected nodes of activity
near each other, physical assets can act as innovation
enablers. Designing for the human scale and creating
82 | Policy Recommendations, 5.2.1 Innovation Districts

• In-Place: the desire to benefit the community and respond to a commitment
to fit in with the town culture while fulfilling a commitment to locals and visitors
alike;

• Authentic: the drive to be original, bold, versatile an d sensitive, in order to
complement the existing Town of Winter Park context.

recommendations
Boston Innovation District

MSU Innovation Campus

CORTEX Street Louis

This was the Mayor’s initiative to
transform 1,000 acres of the South
Boston waterfront into an urban
environment that fosters innovation,
collaboration, and entrepreneurship.

Bozeman, Montana is a college town
located between four mountain ranges
with plenty of opportunities for outdoor
activities including skiing, fishing,
hiking, and rafting. Not only a magnet
for outdoor enthusiasts, the small city
has also earned another reputation as a
boomtown for entrepreneurs, many in the
technology industry.

CORTEX (The Center Of Research,
Technology, and Entrepreneurial
Exchange) is a partnership, formed
in 2002, of major institutions like
Washington University, Street Louis
University, the Barnes-Jewish Hospital
Foundation, the University of Missouri-St
Louis and Missouri Botanical Garden.

The innovation district includes an
abundance of new housing as well as
new restaurants, museums, hotels,
shops, and innovative companies. A
new district hall with leasable meeting
rooms of different sizes and shapes and
white walls you can markup, creates
an atmosphere of informality and a
gathering place through spaces and
programs. The district also provides
plenty of event venues, coffee shops and
shared workspaces to facilitate Boston’s
innovation community.

The campus includes specialized labs,
research offices and manufacturing
spaces to support the goals of furthering
research, developing technology,
expanding entrepreneurship opportunities
and encouraging economic development.
This will be done not only with the
physical space but through establishing
collaborative programming.

CORTEX serves as the anchor of Street
Louis’ growing ecosystem for innovative
startup programs and provides state-ofthe-art biomedical science and overall
technology research facilities. The
CORTEX district connects to surrounding
amenities and neighborhoods, creates a
cohesive community through a structure
of open space and complete streets,
revitalizes existing industrial buildings and
establishes a public realm activated by
ground-floor uses.
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environment: complete corridor
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recommendations
5.3.1 Downtown Trails Tourism
What trails could one take downtown
that would let them take a photo
in Hideaway Park, smell the bright
colored annuals outside Deno’s, or
stop to notice the signs advertising
events that week?
In downtown Winter Park, the confluence of town and
nature is noticeable. Many people who come to town
have been exploring the alpine expanse just outside
Winter Park.Connecting this experience with the
downtown experience through more robust urban trails
could have major impact on tourism and the economy.
Consider how tourism could be supported if, as
examples, the craft beer tourism niche, the native plant
niche, or the arts niche, could enjoy downtown trails
that involved outdoor hikes and cultural activities tied to
the trails that lead people into the wilderness. In these
urban trail examples, there are businesses that could
be developed to serve visitors’ needs. Whether it be
food, entertainment, or art, the downtown trails would
have multiple options all along them.
The Downtown Trails Project would identify and
quantify the potential demand from tourists and
residents, help to formulate an approach for supporting
retail services, and provide ideas about other potential
Downtown Trails that could be later refined as the
area’s tourism economy develops.
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The Downtown Trail development process can help
highlight gaps in the current market’s offerings. For
example, when planning a Downtown Trail, it can
become obvious that the travel time between two
locations is long and should be broken up. In this case,
the “gap” or “missing experience” can help to stimulate
conversations with investors and local residents about
how best to add to the inventory of experiences. Adding
places along articulated trails could allow Winter
Park residents to rediscover their backyard while at
the same time retaining current business, expanding
options, and attracting new investment. Winter Park is
multi-faceted, and could provide more than just outdoor
recreation to visitors.
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5.3.2 Sustainability
The Town of Winter Park should identify important elements of the project, during
planning and once implemented, that should be measured to identify and monitor
impacts.
Initial metrics were identified with the Steering Committee for this project, but further
research into methodology for measuring, performance benefits, and goals will need
to be completed as a next step.

Spotlight: Possible Metrics
• Revenue from cultural events
• % increase in year-round residents
• Number of visitors
• Social media exposure
• % of ADA compliant crossings
• Feet of continguous bike facilities
• WalkScore
• BikeScore
• Number of automobile accidents
• Commute time
• Dark sky compliant lights

• % of native plants in planting areas
• % of residents within a 10-minute
walk to a natural area
• Presence of indicator species
• Water quality
• Increase in impervious surfaces
• Increase in full-time employees
• Tax base
• Building permits
• Absorption rate

Spotlight: Future Plans
Aligning with Imagine Winter Park, it is
recommended that at least the Downtown area
engage in the following future planning efforts for
the sake of the environment and sustainability:
• Sustainability Plan
• Sourcewater Protection Plan
• Stormwater Plan
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implementation
6.1 Interim Strategies
The conventional project
development process proceeds
from plan to construction over a
number of years. During this time
it is critical to implement interim,
small-scale changes to impact the
movements and behavior of people.
From planning to implementation to construction, a lot
can change in terms of political will and citizen buy-in.
Small scale, interim changes alleviate some of that
difficulty and can deliver results to those stakeholders
more quickly.

Replace an on-street parking space with a bike corral. Corrals can be installed at corners to daylight an intersection
since bicycle parking has no effect on the visibility of pedestrians to moving vehicle traffic. Bike corrals have been
shown to have a positive impact on businesses and their revenue. Corrals can also incorporate public art or be
more simple.

Interim design strategies allow cities to assess the
impacts of their intended project in real time and realize
their benefits faster than typical processes allow. While
many of these projects eventually become full-scale
capital projects, some are adjusted based on their
performance measures. This ultimately delivers a
better final product.
To the right are some interim design strategies that
could work in Winter Park. Others include widening the
sidewalk using planters or bollards as protection on one
side or installing temporary traffic calming devices like
offset islands to help slow vehicle speeds.
Parklets are public seating platforms that replace several parking spaces. They serve as a gathering place for
the community and can energize local stores and shops. These work best when they are buffered from traffic and
contain vertical elements.
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Temporary street closures can be helpful at creating a permanent public space and can often be aligned with larger public health and economic development goals. For Winter Park this would
be particularly useful to try on the proposed “pedestrian prioritized” street near the Transit Hub and proposed Gondola location. By closing off that street and showing the community what a
pedestrian mall could be, the community buy-in will be better. Pop-up events and spaces like pedestrian malls often positively impact nearby businesses as well. These can be done in winter or
summer as long as programming is chosen purposefully.

Temporary bike lanes are also easy to create and can last days or even years with the correct striping. These can be used for public education, pilot projects or even as an short-term solution
while waiting for funding.
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6.2 Phasing Strategies
Improving the pedestrian realm and
Downtown environment will happen
over time through a series of strategic
phases.
In the initial phase, the first year or so of the project,
the Town should focus on the Critical Next Steps
identified on this page. This means focusing on
restriping and setting up midblocks. Bike lanes can be
painted on each side of the street within the existing
curbs. Dedicated bus pullouts, wider medians, and
smaller travel lanes can also be restriped and painted
with lower costs.
During the next phase, pedestrian oriented
improvements like benches, bus shelters, planters,
and other street elements can be added. Larger
infrastructure changes such as pedestrain bulb-outs or
new curbs could also be considered at this time.

These phasing strategies are based off of the following assumptions:
•

When possible, the streetscape should be completed in this phased manner
intersection to intersection. When one block is completed 100% it allows the
community to envision the future of the project and provides more momentum
and spurs more private investment.

•

By constructing the streetscape intersection to intersection, it also allows
for a certain level of flexibility to use the streetscape elements. Although it is
suggested to add these in the second phase of the project, elements like planters
or benches could be early wins if there is public desire to see these amenties
early on.

•

New facilities should be developed as new developments come online. By
providing these design guidelines, new developments have a roadmap and set of
expectations for what they should be providing as far as pedestrian infrastructure.

Critical Next Steps
Also known as "quick wins," this list prioritizes the top four implementation
actions that Winter Park can undertake in order to create momentum for this
Downtown Master Plan and begin to change not only the streetscape, but also
behaviors, in the town.

The third phase would consist of constructing the
raised central median and the aesthetics of trees and
planted areas.

1. Get bicyclists off the streets and off the sidewalks by restriping the existing
road with paint. This can be done through one of the "Interim Strategies"
suggested on the previous page.

This is typically how streetscape projects of this
magnitude would be phased in order to leverage public
energy, political buy-in and capitalize on the quick
wins. However, these phasing strategies will have to
be vetted through the Town's Engineering office and
through the next stage of this process.

2. Begin to implement public art into the town through bike racks, crosswalks,
bus shelters, and benches.
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3. Showcase the Confluence District's Transit Hub pedestrian improvements
with a temporary street closure during a summer festival.
4. Restripe to add midblock crossings and utilize removable bollards or other
temporary buffers to create a safer pedestrian environment.

implementation
Existing Streetscape

Phase 1: Restripe

Phase 2: Pedestrian Amenities + Infrastructure

Phase 3: Aesthetics + Median
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implementation matrix
Recommendation

Timing

Relative
Cost

Partner

Priority

Guiding
Principles

Impacted
District

Architectural Recommendations
Require step-back massing at the property line.

Year 1

Staff effort

Winter and Co.

Medium

Culture

All three

Codify a required build-to percentage at the
property line to ensure the massing is pulled
forward to the street edge.

Year 1

Staff effort

Winter and Co.

Medium

Culture

All three

Codify a maximum façade length to ensure relief
on large unarticulated singular facades.

Year 1

Staff effort

Winter and Co.

Medium

Culture

All three

Codify a percentage range required for the stepback as a method to ensure façade variation.

Year 1

Staff effort

Winter and Co.

Medium

Culture

All three

Update design guidelines to encourages distinct
character by utilizing strong horizontal or vertical
modulation, consistent glass to wall ratios as the
existing context, varied texture and depth, and
human-scale elements.

Year 1

Staff effort

Winter and Co.

High

Culture

All three

Policy Recommendations: Land Use + Zoning
Consistently zone the downtown and the corridor
DC to avoid spot zoning and proactively manage
land use and future development.

Year 1

Staff effort

Medium

Economy

All three

Ensure that light industrial or similar land uses
are allowed in the DC zonning district to allow
makerspaces and innovation districts to form.

Year 3

Staff effort

Medium

Economy,
Culture

Create a Downtown Master Plan checklist to help
the Town evaluate new development projects with
criteria that aligns with this plan.

Year 1

Staff effort

High

Economy

All three:
Start near
Confluence
District
All three

Policy Recommendations: Parking + Circulation
Add real-time parking monitor systems to enhance Year 3
customer service.
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$$

Winter Park
Low
Resort, Fraser
Winter Park Police,
Public Works

Mobility

All three:
Start near
Confluence
District

implementation matrix
Recommendation
Update the following policies in Imagine Winter
Park as part of the UDC creation and subsequent
planning efforts: CO Strategy 5.1-5.6.
Undertake a formal parking management study to
compleete a comprehensive parking management
plan to identify TDM strategies.

Timing

Relative
Cost

Partner

Priority

Guiding
Principles

Impacted
District

Year 1

Staff effort

Winter and Co.

High

Mobility

All three

Year 2

$$

Public Works

High

Mobility

All three

ongoing

$$

LIFT, Fraser

Medium

Mobility,
Economy

All three

Year 2

$

LIFT

Low

Mobility, Culture All three

Staff effort

High

Mobility

$$$

Low

Mobility, Culture All three

High

Mobility

All three

Low

Mobility,
Environment

All three

Medium

Mobility, Culture All three:
Start near
Confluence
District
Mobility,
All three
Environment

Policy Recommendations: Bus
Continue expanding connectivity to Fraser for
commuters and regional visitors with targeted bus
stop enhancements.
Use the remaining painted lift chairs as bus stops
throughout downtown.

Address charter bus parking challenge along Main Year 1
Street through recommendations provided in this
document.
Update shelters per the recommendations in this
Year 4
document or in accordance with the renderings
done for Arrow.

All three

Policy Recommendations: Bike and Pedestrian
Conduct a detailed Signal Study for all new signals Year 2
to be added to Main Street and further look at
any mobility, especially bicyclist and pedestrian
impacts.
Research and implement e-bike regulations
Year 3
according to best practices.

$

Ensure all new bicycle parking is placed and
designed parallel to pedestrian flow and securely
anchored to the ground.

Year 5

$

Implement a bike share program.

Year 5

$$

CDOT

Staff effort
Public Works

Low
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Recommendation

Timing

Relative
Cost

Utilize critical mass awareness rides to educate
residents and visitors about new bicycle facilities.

Year 2

$

Incorporate public art into crosswalks and bike
racks using local artists and utilitarian methods.

Year 2

$$

Review the Priority Snow Removal Areas in
Year 3
accordance with this plan and any subsequent
changes to the streetscapes within Downtown, and
adjust as needed.
Update the current Snow Removal Operations
details and Snow Plowing Routes

Partner

Priority

Guiding
Principles

District

Low

Mobility,
Environment

All three

Local artists and
designers, CDOT,
Public Works

High

Mobility, Culture All three:
Start near
Confluence
District

Staff effort

Public Works,
CDOT

Medium

Mobility

Year 1

Staff effort

Public Works

High

Mobility

Confluence
District,
Northern
Gateway
District
All three

Year 2

$$

Medium

Environment

All three

Create a Winter Park Sourcewater Protection Plan. Year 3

Staff effort

Medium

Environment

All three

Create a Winter Park Stormwater Plan.

Year 3

$

Medium

Environment

All three

Year 3

$$

Medium

Culture

All three

Year 4

$$$

Low

Year 4

$

High

Environment,
Culture
Culture

Confluence
District
All three

Year 2

$

Medium

All three

Year 3

$$$$

Culture,
Environment
Mobility

Policy Recommendations: Snow Management

Policy Recommendations: Sustainability
Create a Winter Park Sustainability Plan.

Design Guidelines: Complete Corridor
Utilize the wayfinding concept to develop signage
that will assist in clear communication while
building off of Winter Park's existing brand.
Use permeable pavers on the pedestrianprioritized road near the Transit Hub.
Select new planters to coordinate with existing
planters along Main Street.
Purchase a trash receptacle similar to the
BearSaver CE Series Triple Enclosure.
Reconstruct entire intersection (one at a time).
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CDOT

Medium

All three

implementation matrix
Recommendation

Timing

Relative
Cost

Use vinyl wayfinding to advertise seasonal events
and in heavy pedestrian-traffic areas.

Year 1

$

As new development occurs, begin restricting
left-hand turns and connecting parcels with more
internal connections in order to better manage
access.
Update Town Landscape Design Regulations and
Guidelines to ensure existing planters and any
new planters going forward, as well as in ground
planting, utilizes bright, flowering native species
that mirror the neighboring alpine environment.
Ensure any new trees are clustered in informal
masses to mimic the natural environment.

Year 1

$$$

Year 2

Increase amount and quality of street trees along
Main Street.
Install lighting that is dark-sky compliant, has
space for wayfinding to be afixed, and matches
aesthetically with the other wayfinding and
elements in town.
Add speed tables in key locations near Cooper
Creek and the Transit Hub.

Partner

Priority

Guiding
Principles

District

Low

Culture

High

Mobility

Staff effort

Low

Environment,
Culture

All three

Year 5

$$

Medium

Environment

Year 3

$$$

Medium

Year 5

$$

High

Environment,
Culture
Environment,
Culture

Southern
Gateway
District
All three

Year 4

$$$

Developers

Developers

All three:
Start near
Confluence
District
All three

All three

Medium

Culture,
Mobility

Confluence
District

Landscape key areas near Cooper Creek and the Year 5
Transit Hub to enhance the pedestrian experience.

$$

Low

Culture,
Environment

Confluence
District

Install pavers instead of asphalt in front of
Town Hall as to make motorists more aware of
pedestrians.
Construct bus pull-offs utilizing exisiting curbs.

Year 3

$$

High

Culture,
Mobility

Confluence
District

Year 5

$$$

Medium

Mobility

All three: Start
in Confluence
District

LIFT, CDOT
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Recommendation

Timing

Relative
Cost

Partner

Priority

Guiding
Principles

District

Utilize enhanced wayfinding to better connect to
the trail network.

Year 2

$

High

Culture,
Environment

All three

Construct the Gondola Site to connect to the
Resort.

Year 3

$$$$

Medium

Economy,
Mobility

Confluence
District

Construct raise central median with planting.

Year 6

$$$$

High

Reduce parallel parking along Main Street.

Year 2

$

High

Restripe roadway with paint to create bike lane
and narrower travel lanes for vehicles.

Year 2

$$

High

Mobility,
All three
Environment
Mobility, Culture All three: Start
in Confluence
District
Mobility
All three

Host a temporary street closure during a summer
festival or event to highlight the Transit Hub's
pedestrian improvements and vision for the future.
Replace an on-street parking space with a bike
corral.

Year 2

$

Medium

Culture

Confluence
District

Year 2

$

Low

Economy,
Mobility

Confluence
District
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6.4 Relative Cost
The cost of the built improvements depends on many
factors and cannot be determined until the next phase of
the project.
However, using precedent studies and benchmarks set by AASHTO, NACTO and
FHWA there are some general guidelines that can be assumed as seen in the
following table. It is important to remember that cost always varies depending on
design and site conditions.

Built Improvement

Cost

Source

Shared-use path (10' wide)

$475,000-$1,000,000 per mile

AASHTO

Bike Lane

$5,000-$300,000 per mile

AASHTO

Bollard, removable

$500-$950 each

AASHTO, NACTO

Unsignalized midblock crossings

$9,000-$30,000 includes markings, stop bars, and
median refuge island

FHWA

Bike crossing push button

$600-$1,300 each

FHWA, AASHTO

Sidewalk material

$2.89-$7/sq ft depending on if asphalt, concrete or
pavers are used

AASHTO

Curb Ramps, retrofit

$800-$10,000 each depending on location

AASHTO, USDOT

Median, Pedestrian refuge island

$8,500-$33,000 each

AASHTO

Curb extension

$8,000-$12,000 each

AASHTO
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6.5 Universal Accessibility Upgrades
Federal requirements provide
guidance for minimum required
accessibility in public rights of way
and public facilities for persons with
disabilities.

The types of facilities covered by PROWAG include:
• Pedestrian access routes and alternate pedestrian access routes;
• Pedestrian street crossings;
• Curb ramps and blended transitions;
• Detectable warning surfaces;

However, Winter Park should seek to apply a broader
“Universal Accessibility” perspective to ensure that
public facility design, maintenance, and operations
deliver an inclusive environment with equitable access
for all. Safe and convenient movement on streets,
sidewalks and other public spaces is difﬁcult for a
broad range of people, not just those with speciﬁc
disabilities. People walking with children or with
children in strollers, seniors and children all face
accessibility challenges.

• Accessible signals and push-buttons;

The 1990 Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) is
a civil rights law that prohibits discrimination against
individuals with disabilities in all areas of public life,
including jobs, schools, transportation, and all public
and private places that are open to the general public.
The federal agency with primary responsibility for
promulgating accessibility guidelines under ADA is the
Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance
Board (Access Board). The Board’s Accessibility
Guidelines for Pedestrian Facilities in the Public Rightof-Way (PROWAG) cover all “public land or property,
usually interconnected corridors, that is acquired for or
dedicated to transportation purposes.”

• Handrails; and
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• Protruding objects in pedestrian paths;
• Signs;
• Street furniture;
• Transit stops and shelters;
• On-street parking spaces and passenger loading zones;
• Stairways and escalators;
• Doors, doorways, and gates.
The Access Board has developed design guidelines known as the ADA Accessibility
Guidelines (ADAAG) that apply to public and private personal vehicle parking.
These guidelines are used by the Department of Justice and the Department of
Transportation to set accessible parking standards that public entities must follow.
Both agencies’ current standards are based on the Board’s 2010 ADA Accessibility
Guidelines (ADAAG). Chapter 5 of the ADAAG provides requirements for the
location, supply and design of vehicular parking spaces for use by vehicles with
disabled passengers or drivers. These standards were written to apply to public and
private development sites, and are intended for use with surface parking lots and
garages. Chapter 5 can serve as a starting point for making decisions about onstreet parking and PROWAG can be referenced as an additional resource.

implementation
6.6 Funding Mechanisms
FEDERAL LEVEL GRANTS
NEA Our Town Grant
Our Town is the National Endowment for the Arts’
creative placemaking grants program. These grants
support projects that integrate arts, culture, and design
activities into efforts that strengthen communities by
advancing local economic, physical, and/or social
outcomes. Successful Our Town projects ultimately lay
the groundwork for systemic changes that sustain the
integration of arts, culture, and design into strategies
for strengthening communities. Matching grants for
creative placemaking projects range from $25,000 to
$200,000.
https://www.artplaceamerica.org/blog/apply-nea-ourtown-grant
https://www.arts.gov/grants/apply-grant/grantsorganizations

rounds of National Infrastructure Investments to fund projects that have a significant
local or regional impact.
https://www.transportation.gov/BUILDgrants
Community Development Block Grant Program – CDBG
This program provides annual grants on a formula basis to entitled cities and counties
to develop viable urban communities by providing decent housing and a suitable
living environment, and by expanding economic opportunities, principally for low- and
moderate-income persons.
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/comm_planning/communitydevelopment/
programs
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Grants
HUD awards discretionary funding through over 20 Grant programs that support HUD
initiatives, including Affordable Housing Development and Preservation, Community
and Economic Development, Environment and Energy, Fair Housing, Homelessness,
Homeownership, Rental Assistance, and Supportive Housing and Services.
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/spm/gmomgmt/grantsinfo/fundingopps

BUILD Grants

Wetland Program Development Grants

The Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage
Development, or BUILD Transportation Discretionary
Grant program, provides a unique opportunity for the
DOT to invest in road, rail, transit and port projects
that promise to achieve national objectives. Previously
known as Transportation Investment Generating
Economic Recovery, or TIGER Discretionary Grants,
Congress has dedicated nearly $7.1 billion for ten

As part of EPA funding, these grants provide eligible applicants an opportunity
to conduct projects that promote the coordination and acceleration of research,
investigations, experiments, training, demonstrations, surveys and studies relating to
the causes, effects, extent, prevention, reduction and elimination of water pollution.
https://www.epa.gov/wetlands/wetland-program-development-grants-and-epawetlands-grant-coordinators#R8
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Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF)

Great Outdoors Colorado (GOCO) Grants

The State Side of the LWCF provides matching grants
to states and local governments for the acquisition and
development of public outdoor recreation areas and
facilities.
https://www.nps.gov/subjects/lwcf/stateside.htm

GOCO is a state organization that supports aspects of parks, recreation, and open
space programs with grant funds derived from the Colorado Lottery. GOCO includes
some programs that are annual grant specific funding mechanisms and others that
support the strategic plans of GOCO and provide funds for individual programs.
GOCO grants are variable in size but may apply toward the detailed implementation
of parks components.

NFWF Grants

http://www.goco.org/grants

NFWF provides funding on a competitive basis to
projects that sustain, restore, and enhance the nation’s
fish, wildlife and plants, and their habitats.

Water Quality Improvement Fund

STATE PROGRAM GRANTS

The Water Quality Improvement Fund provides money for water quality improvement
projects. The grants are an important assistance tool for communities working to
improve water quality in their area. Small and economically challenged communities
are given priority for the funds.

People for Bikes Grant

https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/water-quality-improvement-fund

https://www.nfwf.org/whatwedo/grants/Pages/home.
aspx

PeopleForBikes is a charitable foundation with
connections to bike retailers & suppliers and a
focus on making every bike ride safer, easier to
access and more fun. One of their grants, the Bikes
Belong Grant Program strives to put more people
on bicycles more often by funding important and
influential projects that leverage federal funding and
build momentum for bicycling in communities across
the U.S. These projects include bike paths and rail
trails, as well as mountain bike trails, bike parks, BMX
facilities, and large-scale bicycle advocacy initiatives.
PeopleForBikes accepts requests for funding of up to
$10,000.
https://peopleforbikes.org/get-local/#state-CO
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Colorado Parks and Wildlife Grants
Colorado Parks and Wildlife has several programs to help fund projects. Programs
are available to assist landowners with habitat conditions, to help communities build
trails or improve fishing opportunities, to work with ranchers to reduce conflicts with
big game, and much more. Focus areas, eligibility requirements, matching fund
requirements and other aspects vary for each program.
https://cpw.state.co.us/aboutus/Pages/GrantPrograms.aspx

implementation
PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS/OTHER GRANTS
Surdna Foundation Grant
Surdna Foundation makes grants to nonprofit
organizations in the priority areas of Inclusive
Economies, Sustainable Environments, and Thriving
Cultures.
https://surdna.org/prospective-grantees/
ArtPlace America National Grants Program
ARTPLACE AMERICA is a ten-year collaboration
among a number of foundations, federal agencies,
and financial institutions. They envision a future of
equitable, healthy, and sustainable communities in
which everyone has a voice and agency in creating
contextual, adaptive, and responsive solutions. Their
mission is to position arts and culture as a core sector
of community planning and development.

and to spark social, economic, and environmental benefits in communities across the
country.
https://www.pps.org/heart-of-the-community
National Association of Realtors (NAR) Placemaking Micro-Grants
NAR’s Placemaking Initiative encourages REALTOR® associations and their
members to engage in placemaking in their communities. The Placemaking MicroGrant is available to REALTOR® associations to help them plan, organize, implement
and maintain Lighter, Quicker, Cheaper Placemaking activities in their communities.
These associations are uniquely positioned to help communities build better public
spaces, with their vested interest in making sure people can purchase homes in
areas with a strong sense of place.
https://realtorparty.realtor/community-outreach/placemaking

https://www.artplaceamerica.org/
SOUTHWEST AIRLINES Heart of the Community
Program
The Southwest Airlines Heart of the Community
program was developed to support and activate
public spaces in the heart of cities. Launched in April
2014, the program aims to support Placemaking – a
movement that reimagines public spaces as the heart
of every community. Southwest Airlines is committed
to leveraging the power of placemaking to strengthen
connections between people and the places they share
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inventory + analysis
Related Plan + Policy Review
In 2015, the Fraser Valley Strategic Economic
Development Plan recognized that improving the
quality of life in the valley is a key component of local
economic vitality. This plan acknowledged a wide
variety of strategies like branding, district aesthetics
and pedestrian crossings as important to the success
of Main Street’s vitality and success. The plan also
rightfully acknowledged that economic development
efforts need to be integrated into other ongoing
planning and community development activities in
order for results to be sustainable and for actions to be
implementable.
The 2014 Community Trails Plan also prioritizes
sustainability, although environmental and not
economic. In fact, sustainability is the guiding
philosophy of Winter Park and Fraser with respect
to their non-motorized trails plan. It is important first
and foremost to maintain the existing trails already
within the regional system. Within this plan, crossings
are of major interest, especially in relation to the
social trail across the railroad tracks. Ensuring a safe
pedestrian experience is also of value, and the plan
identifies various options of how this could be done
by adding sidewalks (more expensive) or pedestrian
lanes (less expensive/permanent). Exploring regional
trail connections and the opportunities for paved trails
is also important in order to attract year-round users
to the trails near downtown, which helps elevate the
trailheads as an asset for economic development.
Another tourism and economic development strategy
includes the use of downtown trailheads, as these will
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encourage trail users to park in the downtown area to access trails instead of driving
into the National Forest allowing for more foot traffic on Main Street.
The 2013 plans, the Old Town Winter Park Master Plan and Grand Profile, have less
impact on the Winter Park Downtown Master Plan. Even though the 2013 Old Town
Winter Park Master Plan focuses on the pedestrian experience and wayfinding, many
of the recommendations in this plan have not been implemented and have since
been replaced with other recommendations. As the Grand Profile was completed
over five years ago, the data included is now outdated.
Recommendations from all these plans are implemented with various funds. The
Capital Projects Fund accounts for the resources and expenditures for the purpose
of acquisition, planning, construction, expansion and improvements to town facilities
and infrastructure. According to the 2018 Town Budget Report, the Town has planned
to invest funding in several projects including:
• Improvements to the surrounding street infrastructure adjacent to the new
development at Hideaway Station and Baker Drive
• Crosswalk improvements to the surrounding street infrastructure adjacent to
Arrow, and crosswalk and bus stop improvements along Main Street
• Improved connectivity and infrastructure for several existing trails such as the
Fraser River Trail
• Street and sidewalk improvements
• Design and engineering costs associated with the construction of a new Transit
maintenance facility and reconstruction of the public works facility
The existing Design Regulations and Guidelines impacting downtown Winter Park
were created to respect the surrounding landscape and encourage pedestrian
activities and social encounters.
Existing guidelines require a minimum of 50% of the frontage along the build-to
line on the primary street shall be occupied by a building. Building siting shall be
responsive to the existing site features. buildings should not exceed 40’ height at the
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build-to line. Their height may increase up to 55’ within
a bulk plane, defined by a 45 degree line cast from any
point 40’ above the build-to line.
The building mass, length, height and roof lines should
be composed to provide variations, visual interest,
appropriate scale and proportions, while remaining
contemporary and responsive to Winter Park’s unique
mountain setting. This can be done by including
awnings, arcades, balconies, bay windows, or columns
proportionate to the size, where possible.
Attention to details and materials is encouraged.
Primary building materials should be in harmony with
the natural setting of Winter Park through the use of
stone, wood, stucco and masonry. Muted colors are
encouraged.
The first level of buildings should provide visual
interest to pedestrians through accommodating a
variety of expressions, while upper floors should be
more restrained and quiet, providing for a pleasing
background. All retail and public entries shall be clearly
visible and accessible from the pedestrian way along
the building’s primary street. Roofs should be designed
to either hold the snow or shed snow in appropriate
areas.
The Colorado Downtown Streets Manual is meant
to aid both Colorado communities and CDOT in
striking a balance between the many demands
that face downtown streets, particularly where a
main street is also a state highway. This document
includes guidelines on everything from lane width and
crosswalks to bus stops and bicycle parking to lighting
and sidewalks.

AASHTO Green Book by the American Association of State Highway Transportation
Officials provides guidelines and current design research and best practices for
highway and street geometric design. The document provides guidance to designers
who strive to make unique design solutions that meet the needs of highway users
while maintaining the integrity of the environment. Design guidelines are included
for freeways, arterials, collectors, and local roads, in both urban and rural locations,
paralleling the functional classification used in highway planning.
AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities by American Association
of State Highway Transportation Officials is a resource for the design, development,
and maintenance of safe on- and off-street bicycle facilities. These guidelines provide
best practices for designing roadways that comfortably accommodate a variety of
user types.
NACTO Urban Street Design Guide by the National Association of City
Transportation Officials provides state-of-the-art solutions that can help to design
complete streets in urban settings. It recognizes the direct relationship between
street design and economic development and emphasizes safety for all traffic modes.
NACTO Transit Street Design Guide by the National Association of City
Transportation Officials provides design guidance for the development of transit
facilities, and for the design and engineering of city streets to prioritize transit,
improve transit service quality, and support other goals related to transit.
NACTO Urban Bikeway Guide by the National Association of City Transportation
Officials offers recommendations for complete streets that are safe and enjoyable
for bicyclists. Most treatments included in the NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Guide
are not directly referenced in the current version of the AASHTO Guide for the
Development of Bicycle Facilities. In most cases, the NACTO Urban Bikeway Design
Guide should be used in tandem with the AASHTO Bike Guide.
Separated Bike Lane Planning and Design Guide by the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) provides guidelines for one- and two-way cycle tracks,
including options for intersections, driveways, transit stops, accessible parking and
loading zones.
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Idlewild Trail System

Winter Park Resort

US Forest Service

Vasquez Trail System

Commercial

Loop Trail

US Forest Service

Winter Park
Resort

Corona Pass

Upper Vas quez
Blue Sky

Middle Fork Ranch Creek

South Fork Ranch Creek

Greens

Tunnel Hill

Corona Pass
Ranch Creek

Twin Bridges

Ice Hill
Akima’s Way

Arrow
Yankee Doodle

North Fork Ranch Creek

Vasquez Creek
Sunset Pink

Idlewild

Town of Winter
Park
Ranch Creek
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Leland Creek

Old Victory Rd
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Existing Conditions
Road
River
Rails
Trails
Building Footprints
Zoning
Destination Center
Multi-Family Residential
Single Family Residential
Residential-Commercial Service
Open Space
Grand County Zone
Land Use
Commercial
Mixed Use
Multi-Family Residential
Single-Family Residential
Open Space
Vacant
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Photographic Inventory of Main Street Architecture

1

2

5

3

6

4

7

1. Hideaway Station | Contemporary, Mix of Materials | Retail and Residential

5. Cooper Creek Square | Traditional | Retail and Commercial

2. Headwaters Center | Contemporary and Rustic, Mix of Materials | Commercial (Event

6. Arrow at Winter Park | Contemporary | Residential and Commercial

Center)

7. Deno’s Mountain Bistro | Traditional | Commercial

3. Fireside Market & Eatery | Contemporary and Rustic, Mix of Materials | Commercial
4. Vasquez Creek Inn | Traditional | Hospitality
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Photographic Inventory of Study Area

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. New Stoplight at Kings Crossing Road | Streetscape with Views

5. Exsisting Crosswalk | Signalized Stop

2. Lift Winter Park Bus System | Free Local Shuttle Bus

6. Exsising Wayfinding | Traditional Signage for Trails

3. Pedestrian Bridge over Vasquez Creek | Sidewalk with Views

7. Streetscape Planter Boxes and Seating | Existing Public Space

4. Ski Lift Chair Bus Stop | Public Art with a Purpose

8. Streetscape Planter Boxes and Seating | Summertime Seasonal Planting
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Needs Assessment:
Wayfinding

culture

Downtown Winter Park can strengthen its role as a
hub for residents and visitors by better connecting
to the natural assets surrounding downtown and the
amenities located throughout the area. One of the
barriers to achieving this goal is Highway 40, which is a
wide, four lane road that divides the downtown area in
half. The current state of this “Main Street” encourages
fast automotive traffic, which not only hinders the
discovery of all the town has to offer for passers-by,
but also creates an unsafe environment for pedestrians
and cyclists to explore the area. Additionally, people
who come to Winter Park to experience its back
country offerings often have a difficult time finding
trailheads and trailhead parking. One way to address
this is with the use of clear and engaging wayfinding
signage that can encourage people to explore more of
Winter Park and its offerings.
This conceptual wayfinding proposes a suite of signage
that will be effective for vehicular users, pedestrians,
visitors and residents. There is also the need to add
additional signage identifying trails and recreation
opportunities around trailheads, parks, and bus stop
locations. In addition to this, signage found at key
nodes along the downtown corridor will introduce retail
and shopping opportunities, transit networks, and
public services like parking areas and EV charging
stations.

Existing wayfinding in downtown Winter Park.
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Needs Assessment:
Wayfinding- Key Places

In order to determine what types of wayfinding would work best in Winter Park, it is necessary to look at the wayfinding needs of Winter Park. This map of Key Places indicates some of the many offerings the town has to showcase. This includes everything from environmental highlights like Idlewild and Hideaway Park to retail hubs like
shopping centers to civic necessities like Town Hall. A good wayfinding concept will help visitors and residents alike locate places like these with ease.
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Needs Assessment:
Bike and Pedestrian
Downtown Winter Park is located in a magnificent
mountain setting ideal for a variety of outdoor recreation
activities, not only for pedestrians and hikers, but also
for cyclists. Winter Park Resort and the Trestle Bike Park
to the south, the Vasquez Trail system to the west, and
the Idlewild Trail system to the east are among some of
the opportunities created for cyclists to enjoy the natural
beauty of the area.

mobility

Ensuring maximum use of these opportunities will require
creating an environment that embraces a full spectrum
of cyclists; from downhill mountain bikers who can pull
into town for lunch and drinks before heading back up, to
casual riders and commuters getting to and from home and
work or from shop to shop. In order to accomplish this goal,
this plan for downtown recommends adequate bike racks
at strategic locations along the downtown corridor including
areas where trail systems connect with downtown, areas
adjacent to bus stops, trailheads, and near retail and
business centers.
Just as the cyclist experience and safety are important, so
is the pedestrian experience. Crossing the street without
a crosswalk or a signal, either at a mid-block location or
at intersections, creates a dangerous situation for both
pedestrians and drivers. Midblock crossings are locations
between intersections where marked crosswalks provide a
location for pedestrians to safely cross the street. Another
approach to ensure the safety of pedestrians is through
the use of signalized crosswalks, where a traffic light can
indicate when it is safe and convenient for pedestrians to
cross the street.
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Existing bike rack located outside of Town Hall.
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Needs Assessment:
Bike Racks

Bike racks have been identified as needs in the above locations through workshops with staff and the steering committee.
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Sign Inventory
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Cost Estimate
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF PROBABLE COST:
FRASER RIVER CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENTS
OPTION A - Phase 1 : 3 Nature Play sites
(Nature Play Area 2 - River Confluence, Nature Play Area 6 - Forest Play, Nature Play Area 8 - Angler's Overlook)

Prepared by: Vogel & Associates
Date: February 17, 2020

Clear and Grub (On site)

DEMOLITION

QUANTITY
32411

UNIT
Sq. Ft.

UNIT COST
$0.10

SUBTOTAL

EXTENSION
$3,241.10
$3,241.10

CONSTRUCTION
5" Concrete pad @ bike rack station
4" Stabalized Ped. D.G. Pathways (no edging)
Boardwalk and Platforms
Interpretive Signs - Existing (Update Graphics)
Interpretive Signs - Proposed (Sign Base and Graphic)
Wayfinding Signs (Proposed)

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT COST

EXTENSION

487
4860
1050
17
3
3

Sq. Ft.
Sq. Ft.
Sq. Ft.
Each
Each
Each

$7.50
$2.00
$65.00
$775.00
$1,375.00
$855.00

$3,652.50
$9,720.00
$68,250.00
$13,175.00
$4,125.00
$2,565.00

SUBTOTAL

$101,487.50

SITE STRUCTURES
Home on the River (Birds Nest)

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT COST

EXTENSION

1

Allowance

$4,800.00

$4,800.00

SUBTOTAL

$4,800.00

SITE FURNISHINGS AND PLAY EQUIPMENT
Trash and Recycling receptacles
Bike Racks (ULINE 1 loop, side by side)
6' Wood Picnic Table
6' Log Bench
Nature Play Features (Logs/steps)

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT COST

EXTENSION

4
21
5
9
1

Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

$1,000.00
$300.00
$850.00
$750.00
$3,500.00

$4,000.00
$6,300.00
$4,250.00
$6,750.00
$3,500.00

SUBTOTAL

$24,800.00

PLANTING
Native seed mix
Soil preparation

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT COST

EXTENSION

5853
5853

Sq. Ft
Sq. Ft

$0.20
$0.15

$1,170.60
$877.95
$2,048.55

DESIGN + ENGINEERING
Signage - Research, Design and Content
Planning/Landscape/Project Management

$78,200.00
$75,000.00
$153,200.00

TOTAL
Maintenance
15% Contingency
GRAND TOTAL
*Fraser River trail improvements excluded from estimate*

$289,577.15
$5,791.54
$43,436.57
$333,013.72
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